Abstract-The work analyzes the error performance of high-SNR, high-rate, point-to-point, outage-limited, wireless communications, with bursty and delay-limited information. In this setting, the bit-arrival process is stochastic and bursty, and the bits are limited by a strict delay condition. In the presence of fixed transmission rate, errors are due to both decoding and delay violations, and are attributed to sequences of atypical bursts of information and atypical fading realizations.
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the error behavior in point-to-point communications of high-rate, stochastic, bursty and delay-limited traffic, over high-SNR (signal-to-noise ratio), outage-limited, fastfading channels. In this setting, a bit is in error either when it is decoded incorrectly or when it violates a strict delay limitation, imposed by delay-sensitive applications. Here delay is defined as the time interval between the moment the bit arrives at the source and the moment it is decoded at the receiver. Consequently, in a stable regime of traffic where bits arrive at a long term average rate that is less than the ergodic capacity of the channel, an error occurs either when a sequence of uncommonly ill channels has forced erroneous decoding, or when a sequence of uncommonly large amounts of information has caused large accumulations of bits in the queue. Such error behavior is then a function of the channel statistics, the bitarrival process statistics, and the delay limitation. Intuitively, more burstiness and unpredictability in the bit arrival process, translates to more delay violations.
This brings to the fore a duality involving the choice of coding duration, and transmission rate. When considering the above outage-limited, bursty, delay-limited system, there are two degrees of freedom that impact error performance. The first degree of freedom is the ratio between rate and ergodiccapacity, and the second is the duration of the coding blocks. In the case of the coding duration, bits are delayed in order to be transmitted over more fading realizations, thus accumulating more temporal diversity, resulting in fewer decoding errors while more delay violations. In the case of the ratio between rate and ergodic-capacity, a larger ratio introduces more decoding errors, but a smaller queueing delay and a decreasing probability of delay violation.
From the channel point of view, in order to explore the roles of the rate-to-ergodic-capacity ratio and of the coding duration, we adopt the approach of Zheng and Tse [1] who deviate from analyzing capacity regions, and instead adopt a largedeviation approach on analyzing outage events. This approach equates the probability of decoding error to the probability of the rare event that a fading causes an error in the regime of asymptotically high SNR values p, i.e., in the limit as p --> oc. In this outage limited setting, the rate-to-ergodic-capacity ratio takes the form of the transmission multiplexing gain [1] r = lim (Rate of Transmission) / log p, with C r log p being the high-SNR approximation of the ergodic capacity for the Rayleigh fading single-input, single-output (SISO) channel. Given constant and deterministic bit-arrivals, the asymptotic approximation of the probability of codeword error, is directly implied from [1] to be Pchannel(r T)
revealing the role of the ratio r, and the role of the number of fading realizations T over which coding takes place, in defining the diversity gain T(1 -r).
Moving onto the point of view of delay violations, we are interested in the probability that, given a stochastic and bursty bit-arrival process, bits violate a specific delay limitation, D. For this reason we deviate from the approach of analyzing average delay, and instead employ large-deviations techniques to approximate the probability of the rare event that a sequence of past arrivals with uncommonly large amounts of information, causes a delay violation.
We will show in this paper that, under some traffic models, this probability can be expressed in the form Pdelay(r, T)~e-r log p- F(source statistics,D,T)   -r-F(source statistics,D,T) for some function F. The above two approaches for analyzing errors due to channel and queue dynamics, are based on the principle that rare events occur in the most likely manner. The numerical interpretation of the same principle will then allow that for a choice of r, T, the overall probability of error Ptotal(r, T), due to both delay and channel, takes the form Ptotal (r, T) r p-min{ r-F(source statistics,D,T),T( -r) } Optimization over r, T will then provide for the optimal error performance. This will be described in terms of a tradeoff on the maximum amount of diversity gained, queue. The same approach also describes another finite and potentially small ratio, between the maximum diversity order that can be accumulated in the presence of burstiness, and the total diversity that would be accumulated in the absence of burstiness and delay limitations.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we provide a precise characterization of our setting, including the detailed description of the channel model and the bit-arrival process. The statement of the main result is given in Section III, Theorem 1. Section III is then dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1, through analysis of the effects of r, T on the queue dynamics, and description of the optimization over r, T. Other proofs are relegated to the Appendix.
We consider a system where bits arrive at the transmitter in a stochastic and bursty manner, independently over time, and where the bit-arrival process can take an unlimited number of states. Upon arrival, the bits are queued in an unlimited storage buffer. The queue size is unknown to all, with the only exception being that the transmitter knows if there exist enough bits to encode or not. Transmission utilizes codes of fixed length T, and average transmission rate R, in the sense that each codeword carries RT bits. The channel experiences fast-fading, which can achieve an unlimited number of states.
The statistics of the channel are known to both the transmitter and the receiver, but knowledge of the channel state information, i.e., of the fading realizations, is limited only to the receiver (CSIR).
A bit is considered to be in error when it is incorrectly decoded at the receiver or when the time-duration between the moment the bit arrives at the queue, to the moment the bit is decoded at the receiver, is larger than some delay limitation D. It is assumed that the queue is operating under a steadystate statistical distribution.
B. Model description and assumptions
Discrete time model: We adopt the discrete-time model for both the bit-arrival process and the transmission process. With little loss of generality, we equate the basic units of time for these two processes. This common unit of time will be the time-slot. SISO, i. i. 
The value of the fading coefficient will be considered to be entirely known at the receiver, while not known at the transmitter. To ensure the rate requirement, the code has cardinality |Xl = 2RT prT and to ensure the energy constraint, it is required that 1xz2 < pT, allxcX.
We note that the assumption of a common time-scale for bitarrivals, transmissions and channel coherence, can be readily removed by introducing simple constants which propagate through the analysis. We avoid this for the sake of clarity of exposition. Our results readily accommodate for such constants.
First-comefirst-serve queue service, with constant rate and fully-diverse coding: We consider the case where service of the queue occurs every T time-slots and where transmission employs a code of rate R and length T, having each bit be transmitted over all fading coefficients. We restrict our attention to the first-come first-serve protocol of queue service. Consequently every T time-slots, the RT oldest bits are instantaneously removed from the queue and are transmitted over the next T time-slots. If not enough data exists in the buffer, null bits are used and the rate is maintained. It is noted that the first-come first-serve queue-service strategy with constant service rate, does not accommodate for any potential knowledge of the queue length at the transmitter. Furthermore, in the absence of channel state information at the transmitter, only a constant service rate provides for optimal, in the high-SNR regime of interest, decoding error performance.
C. Scaling of the transmission rate and of the probability of decoding error:
With respect to the channel model, we adopt the approach taken in [1] , where for a choice of T, the error performance, in the presence of constant and deterministic flow, was measured in the form of the diversity multiplexing gain tradeoff (DMT), in the high SNR regime, p --> oc. In the spirit of DMT, what is of interest here is a rate R that scales as 
The notation is used to describe exponential equality, i.e., y pX is equivalent to lim log = x. Similarly for <, >.
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The above conclussion is derived by analyzing the outage sets 0, of all fading vectors h, that cannot sustain enough mutual information. More specifically, decoding error is defined by the outage region of fading vectors O(p,R,T) {h: I(x;y h) < RT} c RT, that cannot support the transmitted rate R for a given SNR p. In the above, I(x; y h) is the maximum mutual information accumulated throughout the T channel uses. In the high-SNR regime, outage is a fundamental error-performance limitation, as it defines the probability of error Pchannel (r, T) P(h C 0), and P(channel error h C 0) 1. Rarr p--*Ccx log p to be the measure of how close R,,, is to the ergodic capacity of the channel. Tuning of the statistics of the bit-arrival process, will adhere to the above scaling, and will define the degree of bit-arrival burstiness.
We specifically choose the compound Poisson bit-arrival process, to be described immediately, which maps well to settings of practical interest, and which admits simple mathematical characterization. A critical function that will play a role in analyzing the probability of delay violation, is the log-moment generating 
which in our case, through (3, 5, 6) takes the form 6 = p(r-A)/r > 0.
III. TOWARDS THE RESPONSIVENESS-DIVERSITY-MULTIPLEXING TRADEOFF We now provide simple expressions which, under the constraints of our assumptions, describe bounds on the negative SNR exponent d (A) = ni max lg (Ptotal (A)) p-oco r,T log p for the optimal total probability of bit error P*tota (A) p -d*() due to both delay violations and erroneous decoding. The derived bounds describe the effect of burstiness and delay-limitation to be a uniform and scalar reduction in diversity, as compared to the DMT expression in (2) that relates to the case of constant and deterministic bit-arrivals, no delay-limitations, and D = T, r = A.
The result also indicates that the maximum allowable A is not reduced, i.e., (8) (9) In words, we see that the effects of burstiness and delay limitations are confined to the diversity gained, and do not relate to the maximum value of average bit-arrival rate that can sustain non-catastrophic communication.
The bounds also suggest that in the limit of very low burstiness (,u is large), the effect of delay limitation might persist, while the effect of burstiness vanishes. Finally, in the limit of very high burstiness (,u approaches zero), the bounds are tight and take the form:
D
As a step towards the proof of Theorem 1, we now describe the effect of r, T on the queue dynamics and on the probability of delay violation Pdelay(A, r, T).
A. Asymptotic Probability of Delay Violation: Coding Effect
We seek to establish bounds that describe the probability of delay violation Pdelay(A, r, T) for a given choice of r, T.
We recall that the queue is served every T time-slots with an instantaneous removal of the oldest RT bits. More More specifically, QCt will define the set of all error-producing sequences of past arrivals w = {At}t',,, reaching up to a specific time ti that the bit arrives. The choice of r and T will I 0 < P.
define Q1t which will in turn define the delay-error behavior to the completion of decoding for the bit. Note that E4 accounts for the coding duration.
E5: The last decoding opportunity for the bit.
We E2: number of time-slots that the bit waits for the first block of TR bits to leave the queue. E3: the index of the block that delivers the bit. E4: total time spent for servicing the above E3 blocks. This is the duration between the beginning of the first service,
Consequently,
With P(w C Qj) being the probability of delay violation for bits that arrive at time i, and for i uniformly distributed in [0, T -1], we have that Pdelay(A, r, T)
where to get the fourth equation, we used that
which holds because for any j, i such that 0 <j < i < T -1, it is the case that Qi ()=Qj (go) + Aj+ (go) + + Ai ()> Qj Vg) .
>0
To find the dominant term in (13), we look for the probability for the general form Due to stationarity of both the arrivals and service at times that are finite multiples of T, we have: P(Qi > DIR) < P(Qo > (D' -T)R). (15) In conjunction with the lower bound in (14) , we have P(Qo > D'R) < P(Qj > D'R) < P(Qo > (D' -T)R). (16) We can now establish the dominant term in (13) by substituting for i and for the two cases of D', to get two sets of bounds:
which jointly imply that
This identifies the dominant term in (13) and the value for Pdelay(A, r, T) P(QT-k 1 > (D-T -k)R). (18) Then the bound from (17) 
We now proceed with the conclusion of the proof for Theorem 1.
B. Optimization of the Total Error Probability -Conclusion of Prooffor Theorem ]
Having established Pdelay (A, r, T), we look to first establish the total error probability Ptotal(A, r, T), for a given choice of r, T. We will then optimize over all choices of r, T and obtain the bounds on the optimal tradeoff.
Proof of Theorem 1:
The total probability of error Ptotal(A,r,T), due to both delay violation and channel decoding errors, can be expressed for a given T. Since 0 < A < 1 and 0 < T < D, the condition A < r* (T) < 1 is satisfied4.
Combining (28) and (30) gives the optimal exponent, for a specific choice of T, to be T(1 A)
(1 +DTa)
The next step is to optimize over T and establish
2It is easy to see that in the scale of interest, the probability of bit error is of the same exponential order as the probability of codeword error. Furthermore, the fact that there exist codes that can accumulate the described diversity, has been established in [L] , and [12] - [14] . IV. CONCLUSION In this work we derived simple expressions that give insight on the effect that bit-arrival burstiness has on the maximum amount of time-diversity that can be gained, under a given delay limitation.
The expressions, in the form of bounds, describe a tradeoff between diversity and the ratio of average bit-arrival rate to ergodic-capacity. As a practical consequence, the tradeoff tells us how to better balance the effects of channel-atypicality (outage) and burstiness-atypicality, by proper choice of information rate and encoding duration. The tradeoff addresses the question of how much of the maximum allowable time should be spent on coding and how much for timely accommodation of the queue. and where A(6RT) is the log-moment generating function for random variable AO. To conclude the proof, we simply have to show that 6RT = 6. To do so, we notice that for any 0 C R, 
